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ABSTRACT

Factors Related to Short- and Long-Term Employment Outcomes
For Handicapped Participants in an Industry-Based Rehabilitation Program

December, 1984.

Diane E. Liebert, Ph.D.
Board of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES) of Nassau County.

Valentines Road and The Plain Road.
Westbury, NY 11590

This study examined factors related'to short- and long-term employ-
ment outcomes for adults with four major handicapping conditions who
participated in an industry-based rehabilitation program.. A sample of
320 clients, who were placed in competitive employment over the past ten
years, responded to a phone or mail survey regarding their current employ-
ment and recent job history.

The results showed that the industry-based rehabilitation model does
achieve i:s goal of'competitive employment for handicapped participants.
Seventy-two percent of the respondents were currently employed at short-
term follow-up and 70% were employed at long-term follow-up. Although
there was .a significant relationship between type of handicap and current
employment status, the majority of clients in all four handicapped groups
were competitively employed one to ten years following placement.

Those clients who returned to the program for placement assistance
were not significantly different regarding employment outcomes than those
who did not return for help; the majority of both groups were employed at
follow-up. An inspection of the data indicated that those with certain
types of handicapping conditions did benefit from additional placement
assistance. The ten -client variables -examined In_this_study did, not sig
'nificantly predict successful employment outcomes at long- or short-term
follow-up or for any of the handicapped groups with one exception; em-
ployer ratings of clients after one month on the job were found to be
significantly related.to successful employment outcomes for the learning
disabled group.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Competitive employment is a major rehabilitation goal for handi-

capped adults. Yet, according to the Department of Education's Office

of Special Education and kahabilitative Services (1984), between 50 to

80 percent of working age' adults who report a disability are jobless.

Industry-based rehabilitation piograms appear to be a promising

approach to achieving the goal of competitive employment for the handi-

capped and these programs are receiving consaderable federal support.

The Jobs Bill, which was enacted as P.L. 98-8 on March. 24, 1983, in-

cludes a supplemental appropriation of $5,000,000 for the Projects With

Industry program. However, little research has been available on the

employment outcomes of industry-based programs, especially long-term

outcomes.

In fact, few longitudinal studies of employment outcomes have

been done for any type of rehabilitation effort. One follow-up of 26

state rehabilitation agencies (Bailey,1965) reported employment out-

comes of large samples of disabled adults atone to ten years following,

placement. This report concluded that competitive employment was main-

tained with the passage of time. Although the data were in the direc-

tion of a lower employment rate over time, it appeared that stable

vocational adjustments were achieved.

Some recent studies by Wehman and Hill and by Hillsman, Weinglass

and Silberman (cited in Leavitt, 1984) have shown that training

at the work site'is a proMising approach for the mentally retarded. In

a study of 63 mentally retarded adults who were placed by Project

Employability in competitive employment, Wehman and Hill found that 67

percent were still employed five to ten months later. In a recent,

follow-up report on this project, Shafer (1984) reported that 66 percent

were employed two years after placement; only 22 percent were still

employed at the original placement site indicating that while the initial

placement may end in failuret generally the individual can succeed in a



second placement. 1he Hillsman et. al. study of mentally retarded

adults compared outcomes of randomly assigned project participants in

a Projects With Industry program to a control group which received no

placement assistance. Eighteen months after referral to Job Path,.72

percent of the participants, had nonsubsidized jobs compared to 42 per-

cent of the control group.

However, no industry-based rehabilitation studies were identified

that compared the employment outcomes for different handicapping con-

ditions. -Also, none examined the client factors that might contribute

significantly and predict successful unemployment outcomes of an indus-

try-based rehabilitation program.

A review of the literature on predicting successful and unsuccess-

ful, rehabilitation outcomes (Sankovsky, 1968), largely focused on pre-

dicting completion of rehabilitation training programs and not on em-

ployment outcomes. This review found contradictory findings regarding

such factors as sex, age at referral, educational level and type of

disability. The evidence did suggest that those disabled prior to age

30 were more likely to be successfully rehabilitated and that the

-emotionally disabled are typically less successful as rehabilitation

clients. The studies 'reviewed also indicated that degree of disability

is significantly related to..rehabilitation outcomes, though the author

cautions that degree of disability il-a_poorly defined variable and

that client's motivation tends to cloud any -t ssessment of ability.

The purpose of this study was to examine factors related -to short-

and long-term employment outcomes for adults with four major handicapping

conditions who participated in an industry-based rehabilitation program.

Specific goals and objectives are described below.

Goals and Objectives

The, first goal of this research study was to determine if the

industry-based rehabilitatiOn model works, that is, whether handicapped

participants in the program retain competitive employment several years

after leaving the program, and whether type of handicap is related to

-2-



employment outcomes. If there is a relationship between type of handi-

capping condition and short- and long-term employment outcomes, certain

types of handicapped adults may not be as appropriate for industry-

based rehabilitation as others or they may require more follow-up

support in order to retain competitive employment.

Another goal was to determine whether the "open-door" policy, a

special feature of the Nassau BOCES Industry -Based Program, is related

to successful employment outcomes, and whether it is especially

beneficial to those with certain types of handicaps. The "open-door"

policy means that a participant in the program may return at any time

to seek additional industry-based training and job placement assist-

ance; if the "open-door" policy is effective with handicapped adults,

this could be a process utilized by other industry-based projects.

The third goal of this, research effort was to identify client

factors that predict and contribute to successful employment outcomes

for the hvdicapped as well as to determine what factors predict

employment outcomes for participants with different types of handicaps.

This information might be useful to rehabilitation counselors for im-

proving vocational assessment, job placement and post-employment follow-

up services. Successful job placements may have the additional benefits

of greater employer satisfaction with handicapped employees and an

improved self-concept for the handicapped client. Furthermore, the

identification of the predictor variables for different handicapped

groups might enable a rehabilitative program to identify the needs of

each handicapped group and plan a program which would satisfy those

needs, thus individualizing the treatment.

Specifically, this study had three objectives:

Objective 1: To determine if the industry-based rehabilitation
model achieves its goal of competitive employment for handicapped
participants at short- and long-term follow-up and whether type
of handicap is related to employment outcomes.

Ob ective 2: To determine whether the "open-door" policy (con-
t nuous assistance offered by the Nassau BOCES Industry-Based
program) is significantly related to long-term employment outcomes,



and whether this policy is especially beneficial to those with
certain types of handicaps.

Objective 3: To determine what factors contribute significantly
and predict successful employment for handicapped adults who
participated in an industry-based rehabilitation program and
to determine the best predictors of employment for different
types of handicapping conditions.

Background of Study and Projects With. Industry

The setting for, this study was the Nassau BOCES- (Board of Coope

tive Educational Services) Projects With Industry (PWI) program. Nassau

BOCES received federal funding for a model PWI program in 1982. This

model program was based on and expanded a successful industry-based

training program that began with VEA funding in 1973. In the past ten

years, this program made over 1000 competitive job placements. The

extensive client data offered an opportunity to follow-up participants

in the program to determine,the extent ,to which these participants

retained competitive employment at short- and long-term follow-up.

The Projects With Industry,(PWI) program was authorized by the

1968 amendment to the Vocational Rehabilitation Act.. Projects With

Industry involve the private sector in the rehabilitation process and

provide job placement, on-the-job training and support services to help

disabled adults acquire paid employment. Projects With Industry is

not really a set model as PWI programs do vary. having a wide range

of approaches ana activities. Three types of models include: (1) job

placement characterized by client selection and supportive services;

(2) work adjustment with btime-limited-work experience to help clients

improve work attitudes and behavior and (3) skills training (Wright,

1980).

The BOCES PWI program incorporates all three of these models. Over

the past ten years, this industry-based program has evolved into a

highly complex model involving assessment, skills training, work ex-

perience at the program site, on-the-job training and ongoing evalua-

tion. A description of the program and an outline of the project model

is presented in Appendix A.

-4-
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II. METHOD

Sample,

The study began'in the fall of 1983. Lists of all clients,

who were placed .in competitive employment and remained on the job

for two or more months, were obtained for each year of the program,

from 1973 to 1983. A total of 746 clients were identified.

The total population, was then divided into four time waves

(Time. Wave I, placements made 6 to 10:years ago, from 1973 to 1977;

Time Wave II,, placements made 3 to 6 years ago, 1977 to 1980; Time

Wave 1II,placements made 2 to 3 years ago, 1980 to 1982; and Time

Wave IV, placements made one year ago, 1982 to 1983) and four major

handicapping conditions (mentally retarded, learning disabled,

emotionally handicapped, and "other", which included physical,

speech, hearing, visual, medical, epileptic and multiple (three or

mare) handicapping conditions). The major handicapping condition

of each client was determined 'from the client's file.

A stratified random, sample of 400 clients was drawn with 25

from -each major type of handicap for each time wave. For those who

had moved (mail returned, phone disconnected), replacements were

randomly drawn from CA same time wave and major handicapping con -

dition which resulted in a total ;sample of 529 clients or 71% of.

the total population. The 320 handicapped. adults who responded to

the follow-up survey made up the'final sample, a response rate of

61% of the total sample and a response rate of '80% of those who

were assumed to have received the mailed survey. Three percent (11

clients) refused to answer and 17% (69).did not respond by mail and

were not able to be reached at home by phone (no answer, client not

at home, etc.).



Table 1 presents the number of respondents for each time wave

and. major handicapping condition. The long-term. follow-up group

consisted of 252 respondents, 89 from Time Wave I, 69 from Time

Wave II, and 94.from Time Wave III. The short -term group, Time

Wave IV, consisted iof 68 respondents. The four major handicapped

groups consisted of 87. mentally retarded respondents,.73 learning

isab*.ed, 79 emotionally handicapped and 81 with other handicapping

conditions, (24 physial, 18 medical including epilepsy, 15 speedh/

hearing or visual impairments and 24 multiply handicapped).

'TABU 1

SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION BY TIME WAVE AND MAJOR HANDICAP

(N.320)

Time Wave (Year Placed)
q

I

1973-17

,

II

1917 -80

III

1980-82

Long-term
Total

1973-82

Short-term
IV

1982-83
Major N89 N.69 N94 No252 N68
witandinm

MR 25 '20 23 68, 19

A87 . 28%' . 29%
4

25% 27t
-

28%

tO 25 13 22 60.. 13

N73 28% 19%. 23% 24% 191
,

EH 21 19 23' 63 , 16
N-19 24% 28% 25% 25% 24%

.i.
. ... ..

Other 18 17 26 61 20
No81 20% 25% 29% 24% 29%

lne sample was fairly evenly divided between males and females;

a little over half of the respondents were males (55%). The respon-

dents ranged in age from 18 to'70 ysars, with a mean age of 29.37;

about two-thirds of the respondents were in their twenties. Almost

two-thirds of the sample '(63%) had high school diplomas or high

school equivalency diplomas, one-fourth had less than a high school

diploma and 14% had attended college with one percent haVing college

degrees. Frequencies of these and other demographic variables are

presented in Appendix B.

-6-
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Instrumentation

A brief job history questionnaire was developed for this survey

with help from program staff and methodt suggested by DillMan (1978).

This instrument has two parts, an 11 item forced-choice questionnaire

And an open job history form similar to those required for jobap-

plications (See Appendix C); it was pilot tested with 10 handicapped

adults who were working at the,PrograM site, Background information
. was obtained from individual client files kept by the program and

!coded on a Summary Data Form (Appendix C); information obtained from

the files included: gender, type of handicap, birth date, educational

and training background, employment history prior to program, avail-

ability of. transportation, counselor ratings, job placements made'

by 'the program, and employer ratings.

Procedure

Int Job History Questionnaire,'a letter explaining the purpose-

,of the study and a.stamPed return envelope were sent to the entire

sample between January and August, 1984, starting with Time Wave I.

A phone call was made approximately two weeks later to those who

had not returned the questionnaire and a. phone intrview was

quested; repeated attempts were made to reach those who werenot

home. Of the total responses, 28% were-obtained Wmail and 72%
by phone interview. Data on all background variables was then ob-

tained from the clients'. files and recorded on.the Summarylata

Form. All information was coded and prepared for eypunching and .

computer analysis.

Research Design and Methodology,

Research Question 1: The main purpose'of Researchluestion 1 was to

determine if participants in an industry -based rehabilitation pro-

gram were competitively employed at short- and long-term follow-up

and whether there was a difference in employment outcomes for groups

with different types of handicaps.

-7-



The entire sample (10320), consisting of'four time waves, was
'

used to determine employment outcomes at short'- and long-term follow-

up.'.Data.for all variables was obtained from either the Job History

Questionnaire administered' to clients at follow-up or from informa-

tion in clients' files which are kept by. the BOCES Industry- Based

Program.
1

A comparison group design was utilized to determine if there

were significant differences in employment outcomes for groups with

different types of handicaps at short- and long-term follow-p. A

4 (Time Wive) by 4 (Major..Type of Handicap)analysis of variiince was

used to determine if differences between the groups and inteiaactive

effects were statistically significant,

The independent variables; were (I) major type of handicap with

four types of handicapping conditionsAmentally retarded,- learning

disabled, emotionally handicapped and other handicapping conditions)

and (2).time wave, length of time since placement by rehabilitation

program (Time Wave I, placements made six to ten years ago, 1973-

1977; Time Wave II, three to six years ago, 1977 -1980; Time Wave III,

two to three years ago, 1980-1982; and Time Wave IV, placements made

one year ago, 1982-1983). Thee dependent variable was the client's

percent time employed over the past 12 months for the short-term

group (Time Wave IV) and percent timiemployed over the last 24

Months for the long-term group (Time Waves I, II and III).

Information for the independent variables (handicapping ,con-

dition and job placement date) was' obtained by ,examining -the client's

records and recording the information on the Summary Data Form

(Appendix C). The dependent variabe was calculated from responses

to the survey's Job History Questionnaire regirding dates of current

and past jobs.

-8-
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Descriptive' statistics were also obtained regarding current

employment status, i.e., whether respondents were employed at the

time he/she responded to the survey.- Current employment was

examined by competitive versus sheltered employment, time wave,

major handicap, gender, skill level and salary.

Research Question 2: The purpose' of this research question was, to

determine if there were differences in employment outcomes for those

who returned to the program for additional placement assistance

versusthose who not return and.whether the open-door policy

(continuation of placement support) was more helpful for those with

certain types of halidicapping conditions.,

Only the long-term sample was used for this aspect.of the ,study

as returns to, the pimgram were more likely to have occurred after a

one-year period. lie long-term sample consisted of 253 respondents

from Time Waves I, fI and III, those placed in jobs by the rehabili-

tation program two to ten years ago. Those who had ,never been out

of work and therefore did not have a need for further placement

assistance (N=72) were excluded from the analysis and most of the

descriptive tables.

To determine if there were differences in employment outcomes

for those who returned to the program for another placement,when

out of work versus those who did not, and whether there were

differences for those with different types of handicaps, a 2.

(Responsiveness to Open-Door Policy) by 4 (Major Handicapping

Condition) analysis of variance was'selected.

The independent variable, responsiveness to open-door policy,

had two levels.: 1) returned and 2) did not return. This variable

was determined by a forced-choice'questionnaire item (Q5) on the

Job History Questionnaire (Appendix C), which asked respondents

"Have you ever been out of work and returned to the BOCES Industry-

Based Program for help?" Respondents were given the option of



answering: .1. Yes, 2. .No, never out of work, or 3. No, out.of

work but did not return, please explain., why. Those who reported

never being c ' of work were excluded frOm the analysis.. The other

independent variable, major handicap, and the dependent variable,

months employed over the past'two years, were the.same variables

used for Research Question 1.

Descriptive statistics were also.eAamined regarding current

employment statUs and type of handicap for. those who returned to

the program versus those who did. not return..

Research Question 3: The main, purpose of Research Question 3 was

to determine what factors contribUte significantly and. predict

successful employment for handicapped adults who participated in

an industry-based rehabilitation program at short- and long-term.

. follow-up.
.

Separate multiple regression analyses were performed for the

.short- and long-term samples and also for each type of handicapping.

condition.' The criterion variable was the same_as the dependent

variable for prior research questions, client's number .0f months

employed over the past 12 months for the short-term follow-up and

over thepast 24 months for the longterm follow-up. The '10 pre.:'

dictor variables included: type of handicapping condition, age',

gender, educational level, skill level of training, longest prior.

job (in weeks), availability of transportation, counselor interview

and skill-rating,'skill level of last job, skill level of job

placement '(by program), and employer ratings at one-month on he

job.

-10
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.III. .RESULTS

EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES: RESEARCH QUESTION 1

Employment Outcomes by Time Wave and Type of Handicap,

A 4 (Time Wave) by 4 (Major Type of Handicap) analysis of vari-
ance was'uted,to determineif-differences between the groups and .

1;

interactive, effects were tatisticallyisignificant at the'.05 level.

The dependent variab e was the client's.percent time employed
overthe past 1:2 months for the.shortterm group (Time,Wave IV) and

percent time employed oVer the last'24 months for the long-term.

groups (Time Wives I, II and III). Since percentages are not normal--

ly distributed and not advisable fOr'use in a parametric type test,

an arctine conversion converted the proportions Of months employed

to angles whiCh are normally.distributed. Table.2,presentt the con-

verted means which reflect the magnitude of the proportion-of the
months employed. Tables showing the actual mean months emplOyed'and

pertent months employed are presented in Appendix D.

TABLE 2

*CELL MEANS:. EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES AT tONG, AND SHORT-TERM
'FOLLOW-UP BY TYPE OF HANDICAP

Type of Handicap

MR

_

LO EH OTHER GROUP MEAN

Time WIWI N86 N71 N77 N61: N115
Long-term
1-(197347) 1.06 1.32 .93 1.13 1.12

N88
--

II (1977-80) .86 '1.06 .70 .91 ..86
N18

III (1980-82) 1.05 1.01 .81 , .82 .92
191

IShort-term
IV (1982 -83) 1.37 1.42 AM 1.18 1.21

1168

Group Wan 1.08 1.20 .83 1.00 1.03

*Am arcsine conversion was used to convert the proportions of months employed
to angles which art normally distributed.
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Table 3 presents the sum of squares, table for. the analysis of

variance. Both main effects, time wave and major handicap, were

significant at the .05 level. A post hoc cheffe test was used.to

test for significance at the .05 level betweenthe handicapped groups'

and the time waves.

TABLE 3

TIME WAVE,' MAJOR HANDICAP AND EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source of Variation df Mean Square,

Amin Effects

Time Wave 3 . 4.96*

Major Handicap 3 1.70 . 4.59*

2-Way Interactions 9 .18 .48

Explained 15 .84 2.27

Residual 299 .37

Total 314 .39

p<.05

The Scheffe test showed a significant difference between the

learning disabled group and the emotionally handicapped group, but

not between any of the other handicapped groups. As shown in Table

2, means for the four.bandicappedgroups ranged from .83 for the emo-.

tionally handicapped group to 1.20 for the learning disabled group;

the mentally retarded group with a mean of 1.08 and the "other"

handicapped group with a. mean of 1.00 were very close to the overall

group mean of 1.03. Theresults indicated that thelearning disabled

group had the highest .0ercent employment over the time studied and

the emotionally disturbed group. had the lowest percent employment.

The learning disabled group differed significantly from the emotion-

ally handicapped group, but did not differ significantly from the

mentally retarded or "other" handicapped group. The emotionally

-12-
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disturbed group, the mentally retarded and the "other" group were

not significantly different-from one another.

The Scheffe test revealed a significant difference at the .05

level between Time Wave IV (the short-term group) and Time Wave II,

but no significant differences between any of the other time wave

groups. The group means for the four time waves ranged from .86

for Time Wave II to 1.21 for Time Wive IV. Time Wave I had a mean.

of 1.12 and Time Wave III .a mean of .92. The results indicated that

the short-term group, Time Wive IV, had a significantl higher per-

cent employment over 'the 12 months since placement than Time Wave II

had over the last 24 months. However, the short-term g oup did not

differ significantly from the other two long-term group (I, III) and

the three long-term groups did not differ significantly from each other.

Number of Months Employed at Follow-Up by Time Wave and jor Handicap

The variable, months employed, was divided into four categories

to show the frequency distribution of clienti for months employed

over the two-year period prior to the follow-up survey. Table 4 pre=

sents the number of month's clients were employed at follow-up for the

time waves. The maximum months employed were 12 months for short-

term follow-up and 24 months for long-term follow-up.

TABLE 4

NUMBER Of MONTHS EMPLOYED AT LONG- ANP SHORT-TERM FOLLOW-UP

(N13)

Unnthe impinynd

Tame wave tied!' rtsgui

I

1973-77

1488

II

1977-80
14.67

III

1980-82
N91

Long-term
TOTAL
1973-82
N246

Short-term
IV

1982-83
14.67

0 to 5 mos. 19 21 17 57 '10

22% 31% 19% 23% 15%

6 to 12 mos. 5 5 13 23 57

6% el 14% 9% 85%

13 to 18 mos. 4 8 17 29 not

4% 12% 19% 12% applicable*

- .

19 to 24.mos. 60

.

33 44 137 lot.

68% 49% 48% 56% applicable*

.TM. .1."...,_Oamis woogift Wit 4aTinwed un at oho v ear after olacemenf; the

maximum months employed for this group was 12 months.



For the short-term group (Time Wave IV), most of the respondents

(85%) had been employed 6 to 12 months at one-year follow-up (two-thirds

of the group, had been employed for the entire year); For the three long-

term time waves, over half of the respondents (56%) had worked 19 to 24

months over the past two years: 68%, 49%, 48% for Time Waves I, II and

III respectively; one-fourth had been employed 0 to 5 months: 22 %,,31%

and 1,9% for Time Waves I, II and.III respectively. The remaining fourth

had worked between 6 and18 months out of t4e last two years. The re-

sults showed that over half of the responderits established stable employ-

ment patterns and were likely to'be employed most of the time.

Table 5 presents the number,of months employed over the last two

years for each of the four major types.of handicapping conditions at

long-term follow-up (Time Waves I, II and The amount of time em-

ployed was distributed fairly evenly across handicapping conditions for

each of the four time categories. An examination ,Of the 'cell distribu-

tion shows that the learning disabled group had the highest percentage

employed for 19 to 24 months'(67%) and the emotionally handicapped

group had the lowest percentage in the 19 to 24-month category (43%).

V

TABLE 5

MONTHS EMPLOYED OVER LAST TWO YEARS BY MAJOR HANDICAP

LONG -TERM FOLLOW-UP .

Months Employed

MR

N67

LD

1058

EH

N61

OTHER

.1061

TOTAL

N247

0 to S mos. 13 9 .
18 17 57

19% 16% 29% 28% 23%

6 to 12 mos. .5 .5 9 4 23

8% 9% 15% 7%. 9%

13 to 18 mos. 10 .
5 8 7 30

15% 9% 13% 11% 12%

19 to 24 mos. 39 39 26 33 137

58% 67% 43% 54% 56%

-14-
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Current Employment Status and Competitive Versus Sheltered Employment

Current employment status, whether the respondent was working or

not at the time she/he responded to the survey, was examined for the

total sample at short- and long-term follow-up. Competitive versus

sheltered employment was also examined for the total sample.

As shown in Table 6, over two-thirds (70%) of the total sample

(t0320) were currently employed in full- or part-time positions at

follow-up, one to ten years following placement by the industry-based

rehabilitation program. Over 'half (53%), of the respondents held full-

time jobs, and 17% were employed part-time. Of the respondents who *ere

currently employed, five percent were in sheltered workshops and 95%

were in competitive employment (jobs ppen to nonhandicapped and handi-

capped); 72% worked in for-profit companies and 23% worked in not-for-

profit agencies.

TABLE 6

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND COMPETITIVE
VERSUS SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT

(N-320)

Not Employed 95 . 30%

TotatEmployed 225 70%

Employed full-time (171) 3%)

h57%)Employed part-time (54)

Sheltered Employment 11 5%

Competitive Employment 214 95%

For-profit companies (162) (

Not-for-profit (52) (72%)23%)

-15-



Current Employment Status by Time Wave and Major Handicap

Table 7 presents the current employment status for each of the

four time waves and a total for the long-term group (Time Waves I,

II and III) which can be compared to the short-term group (Time

Wave IV). About three-fourthsof those placed 6 to 10 years ago

(Time Wave I) and those placed one year ago (Time Wave IV) were

currently employed in full- or part-time jobs compared to about

two-thirds of Time Waves II and. III.

TABLE 7

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS AT LONG- AND SHORT-TERM FOLLOW

(320)

I

1973-77

tioretfrelPFieed '4689

Not Employed
22
25%

Time Wave Year Placedl
Long -term 11h1Przteell

II III Total IV i

1977-80 1980-82 1973-82 1982-83
N69 N94 N252 N68

24 30
35% 32%

76

30%
19

28%

Employed

Employed
Pert-Time

59
66%

28
41%

SI

54%
138

55%
33
49%

17 13

25% 14%
38
15%

16

23%

Total

Employed

012(6),14.820(.05)g

67
75%

45 $4
65% i' 68%

176

70$

49
72%

A chi square statistic was computed and a significant relation-

shtp was found between_current employment and time wave. An

examination of Table 8 shows that Time Wave I had the highest

percentage of full-time workers (66% compared to 41% of Time Wave

II, 54% of Time Wave III, and 49% of Time Wave IV), and the lowest

percentage of part-time workers (9%). The total long-term group

did not differ much from the short-term group regarding total per-

cent employed (70% vs. 72%) or full-time workers (55% vs. 49%).

-16-
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Table 8 presents the current employment status by type of

handicap (MR,10, EH, Other) for the combined four time waves. A

chi .square statistic was computed and a significant relationship

was found for type of handicap and current employment status (X2(6) =

13.24, p < .05).

TABLES

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS 8V MAJOR HANDICAP
(LONG- AND SHORT -TERN FOLLOW -UP)

Major Handicap

MR

N.86 .

Current 1

LD

N73

EH

, N79,

OTHER TOTAL

N81 N.319

Not Employed
26
302

14

192

27
342 .

27

332

94

302

Employed .
.39 47 38 47 171

FollTlee -452 642 482 582 5411

Employed- .
21 : 12 14 7 54

PertAime . 242 162 182 92 172

.----%
Total 60 59 52 T 54 2Z5

DIPIMMW 702' 812 862 872 702

_

(X2(041.24. p <.03)

An examination of Table 8 shows that 19 %' of thoe classified

as learning disabled were not employed compared to about one-third

of the mentally retarded (30%), emotionally handicapped (34%), and

the "other" handicapped group (33%). The learning disabled group

had the highest percentage of full-time workers (64%) with the

"other" handicapped group being the next highest (58%). The

mentally retarded group had the highest percentage of part-time

workers (24%). The results indicated that the learning disabled

group had more employed in full time positions than the other

three handicapped groups.
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Current Employment Status and Gender

Current employment status for males and females at follow-up

(long-term and .short-termgroups combined). is shown in Table 9.

About one..third:of the female respondents. were unemployed at follow-

up compared- to. one- fourth of the males; 61% of the males versus 44%

'of the females were employed full -time. More females (21%) than

Males (.4%) had part-time. jobs. A chi square statistic.was com-

puted and a significant 'relationship at the .05 level was found

regarding current. employment and gender (X2(2) = 8.69; p < .05).

The results indicate that males were more likely than.females to

be employed and in full-time positions.

TABLE 9

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND GENDER
(LONG- AND SHORT- TERM FOLLOW-UP)

GENDER

Current Employmtnt

a
Males

N176

Females

R*142

Total

N318.

45 '49 94
Not Employee 262 352 302

Employed 107, 63 170

Fulllime 612 442 542
. _

Employed 24 33 54

Port.Tlem '142 212 172

Total 131 ,,, 93 224

Employed' 742 652 702,

(112(2) SAM PC05)

kill Level of Current Job and Major Handicap

Information for determining the skill level of current job was

obtained from the Job History Questionnaire which asked respondents

about their current job titles and duties. The Dictionary. of

Occupational Titles (DOT) was,used to find the DOT number for each

-18-
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position. Then the skill level was determined by using the Office

of Employment Statistics (OES) skill indicator in The Classification

of Jobs. According to Worker Trait Factors (Field & Field 1984),

The OES skill indicator is defined as follows:

(1) skilled: jobs with a Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP)
of 7-9

(2) semi-skilled: jobs with a SVP of 3-6
(3) unskil?ed: jobs with a SVP of 12

Table 10 presents the skill level of current job by major type

of handitap. A chi square statistic was computed and a significant

relationship was found between major type of handicap and the OES

skill level U2(6) = 20.59, p < .05),

TABLE 10

OES SKILL LEVEL OF CURRENT JOB ANO MAJOR HANDICAP

Current OES
Skill Level

Skilled

MR

NS8

Major Handicap

LO

NIDS8

EH

N47

OTHER

iN=S4

TOTAL

N217

4

7%

5

II %

6

11%

15

7%

5.1- Skilled
13

22%

24

41%

15 .

32%

27
501

Unskilled
45

75%

( X2 ( 6 )620.59 CO5 )

30
52%

27

57%

21

39%

79

36%

123
57%

An examination of Table 10 shows that the mentally retarded

group had lower skill level jobs than the other three groups; none

were in skilled positions, 22% were in semi-skilled positions and

78% were in unskilled positions. The "other" group which included

medical. physical, speech, hearing and visual handicapping conditions

as well m m9ltiple handicaps has the most in semi-skilled jobs:

11% in skilled positions, 50% semi-skilled and 39% unskilled. Slightly

over half of the emotionally handicapped and learning disable(' groups



were in unskilled jobs;;a'few were in skilled positions and the

remainingLwercin.lemt411144APOIAEH!3241%).

Current or Last Salary .

Salary of respOndents.is thown in Table 11. Almost half (47%)

of thoserePortinq current or Tait salary (H=269):were earning less

than $130 a weak or below' minimum wage. Of the' 53% earning more

than. minimum wage, 32% reported weekly salaries between $130 and

$200, 17% were earning. between $200 and $310, and 4% were earning

between.$311 and $770 a week. When salary wat examined by major

handicapping condition, thementally retarded group was earning

less than theitherhandici0e4-0.6uptfbnly-11%-of7the mentally-

retarded., group was earning over $200 a' week. compared to 21%.of the

EH group, 24% of the LD group and 29% of the 'other" group.

Weekly
Salary

UNDER
$130 WEEK

$130-5200
WEEK

$200.5310
WEEK

$.111-5790

WEEK

TABLE 11

CURRENT OR LAST SALM, AND MAJOR.HANDICAr

MAJOR HANDICAP

MR

N75

LO

1069

.EH

NE67

OTHER

Na168

TOTAL

N269

42 19 33 33 127

66% 32% 49% 49% 47%

25 26 20 16 86

33% 44% 30% 22% 32%

5 11' 13 16 45

7% 19% 19% 23% 17%

3 3 1 4 11

49% 6% 2% 6% 4%
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OPEN-DOOR POLICY: RESEARCH QUESTION 2

Responsiveness to 0,14,1Poor Policy and 'Major Handicap _ ...........

Table 12 showt descriptive statistics for. the long -term sample

regarding responsiveness.to the open-door policy (number who returned,

fa,help, did not return and'never out of work) and major handicap-

ping condition. A'chi square, statistic was computed and no signifi-

cant differences werefound.. An examination of the table shows that

responsiveness to the open-door policy, is fairly evenly distributed

Across handicapping conditions..

Twenty-nine percent of the long-term sample had never been out

of work since.first plated on a job by the induitry-based program.

When this is egamined by type of handicap, 29% of the mentally re-

tarded (MR).had never been out of work compared to 37% of the

learning disabled (LD) group, 23% of the emotionally handicapped

(EH) -and 28% of the "OtheegroUp.1 .Almost half (49 %) of.the EH group

did not return.for help'when unemployed compared to about one -third

of the other:three handicapped groups.(MR=32%, LD=32%, Other=38%).,

TABLE 12

RESPONSIVENESS TO OPEN -DOOR POLICY ANO MAJOR HANDICAP

(Long -term Groups)

Ma or Modica

Returns to
Program

MR

N -68

LO

N -60

EH

11:61

OTHER

Ne61

.... .....

TOTAL

Ni2S0

Returned
26

38%

19
32%

17

28%

21

34%'

83
33%

Did Not Return
222

32%
19

32%

30

49%
23
38%

94

38%

Never Out
Of Work

20
29%

.

22
37%

14
23%

17

28%

,

73

29%

X2 = 9.38, of = 9, NS)
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Employment Outcomes: Responsiveness to Open-Door Policy and Type of
Handicap

A-2 (Responsivenessto,Open-Door Policy) by 4 (Major Handicap)

analysis of variance was msed to determine if there were significant/

differences between the groups or interactive effects regarding

employment outcomes at long-term follow-up. The independent variable,

responsiveness to open-doo policy, had two levels: 1) returned and

2) did not return. Those who had never been out of work,(N=73) were

excluded from the analysis.

Table 13 presents the cell means of months employed over the

past 24 months and responsiveness .o,the open-doOr policy by handi-

capping condition: The overall mean of those who returned for help

was 13.66Iversus a group mean, of 12.65 for those who did not return.

For three of the fourhandicapped groups (MR, EH, and "other"), the

mean months employed for those who returned for help was slightly

larger than for those who did not return.

TAIILE.13

CELL MEANS: MONTHS EMPLOYED OVER PAST TWO YEARS
EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES AND OPEN"OOOR POLICY

War Handicap

Returned
for Help
N 2 82

Did Not
Return
N a 91

Group
Mean

N m 173

MR 14.64 T3.23 13.98

LO 15.84 16.50 16.16

EH 11.00 10.14 10.1;

Other 12.67 12.13 12.39

Group Mean 13.66 12.65 13.13

-22-
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Table 14 is the sum of squares table. No significant main

effects.or interactions were found at the .05 level. The results

indicate.thatthere.wefe no tignificant.differences regarding

employment outcomes for those who returned to.the program for help

. versus those, 'who did .not return. There were also no significant

differences regarding.employment outcomes for those with.different

ilandicapping conditions. but this approached tigntficance (p.067).

TABLE 14'

RESPONSIVENESS TO OPEN DOOR POLICY, MAJOR HANDICAP
AND EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source of Variation 11 Mean Square F

Main Effects .

Major Handicap 3 229.58 2.43

Responsiveness to Open
Door Policy 1 15.19 16

2-Way Interactions 7.70 .82'

Explained '7 107.98 1.14

Residual 165 94.41

Total 172 94.93

Current Employment Status and turns to the Program

1

Current employment status, whether respondent was employed

at the time of the survey, was examined regarding responsiveness

to the program's open-door policy.. The descriptive statistics

presented in. Table 15 show current employment status at the time

of the survey for those who returned to the program versus those

who did not return. Those who reported they were never out of

work (N73, 29% of total sample) were not included in this table.
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Of those who reported returning to the program for help when

out of work, 61% were employed at follow-up and 39% were not

employed. Of those who did not return to the program when out of

work, 55% were currently employed and 45% were not employed. A

chi square statisticlwas computed and no significant differences

were found (X2(1).50).

TABLE 15

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS
AND RETURNS TO THE PROGRAM

Current Employment
status

Returns to the Program

Returned
No83

Not Returned
N-94

Total

No177*

Not employed
32

39%

42

45%

74

42%

Employed
51

61%
52

55%

103

58%

(g(1)r:50,NS)
*Those reporting never out of work were not included in

this analysis (N-73)

Current Employment Status, Major Handicap and Returns to the Program

Current employment status was also examined by.type of handi7

cap and whether the client returned to the program for placement

assistance *en out of work. As shown in Table 16 it appears that

two of the handicapped groupi, the mentally retardea and the "other"

handicapped group, had better employment outcomes if they returned

to the program for placement assistance. Sixty-five percent of the

MR group and 67% of the "other" group who returned to the program

for help were currently employed at follow-up, whereas 46% of the MR

group and 48% of the "other" group who did not return for help were

employed at follow-up. The other two groups, the learning disabled

and 'the emotionally handicapped, did not have better employment out-

comes if they returned to the program for help. Sixty-three percent

-24-
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S.
of the LD group who returned to the program were employed at follow-

up compared to 74% of those who did not return for help; 47% of the

EH group who returned for assistance were employed compared to 57%

of those who did not return.

TABLE 16

RESPONSIVENESS TO OPEN-000R POLICY, MA4OR HANDICAP AND CURRENT EMPLOYMENT

Returns .to Program

, Major Handicap and
Current Employment

Returned
No83

Did Not
Return
No94 .

Total

No177

MR (No48)

--
. .

Not Employed .9 12. 21

35% 55% 44%

Employed 17

65%

10

46%

- 27

56%

LO (N038)
Not Employed ', 7 5 12

37% 26% 32%

Employed .' 12 14 26 .

63% 74% 68%

EH (N.47) .

5.

Not Employed , 9 13 . 22'

53% . 43% .. 47%

Employed . 8 17 25

47% 57% 53%

OTHER (N.44)
Not EmplOyed 7 12 19

33% 52% . 43%

Employed 14 11. 25

67% 48% 57%
.
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PREDICTORS OF SUCCESSFUL EMPLOYMENT. RESEARCH QUESTION 3

To %determine which of the, ten predictor variables contributed

significantly to predict the criterion variable, the number of months

employed at short- and long-term follow-up, separate multiple re-

gressions were calculated for the short- and long-term groups.

Table 17 shows the variable means, standard deviations, and number

of cases for both the short- and long-term analyses. The ten pre-

dictor variables included in the analyses were: age, gender, educa-

tional leVel,longest time On a job, skill level of training,

transportation availability, counselor interview rating, counselor

skill rating, skill level of first placement (by program) and

employer ratings. Frequency data (as coded) for the categorical

variables is.shown in Appendix B.

TABLE 17

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS: PREDICTORS OF. SUCCESSFUL EMPLOYMENT AT SNORTAND LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP

Variable

Short-Term Follow-up

Cases

Long-Term Follow-up
Tune Wave

Mean

28.88
1.52
8.92

110.52

2.09
3.06
1.62

1.27

2.46
2.09
9.90

IV

Std.Dev,

Time

Mean

Waves

,'

1, II,III

Std.Dev, Cases

Age
Sex

Educational Level (see coding/
Longest Prior Job (weeks)
Skill Level: Training
Transportation

Counselor Interview Rating
Counselor Skill Rating
Skill Level: 1st Placement
Employer Rating: 1st Placement
Months Employed: at Followollp

10.35
.50

. 3.85
137.97

1.43

1.39
.38

1.25
.96

.53

3.38

67
68

63

60
68
67
47

68
67

43

67

29.50
1.43

7.83
85.05
1.86'

3.06
1.59
1.00
2.58
2.12
16.18

7.20
.50

3.34
160.34
1.05
1.33
.45

1.17
.60
.56

9.56

240
251
224
206
251
238
202
252

239
141

246

As shown in Table 18, the results of the short-term multiple

regression analysis (N=68;31 pairwise cases) indicated that there was

no significant linear relationship between any of the predictor vari-

ables and the criterion variable, months employed over the past 12

months. As shown in Table 19 the results of the analysis which was

performed on the long-term group (Nu251;111 pairwise cases) also found
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TABLE 18

MULTIPLE REGRESSION: PREDICTORS OF EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES AT SHORT-TERM FOLLOW-UP

OES Counselor
Correlation: LK Sex , Ed LO Job.. Skill Tr. Trans Int. Rtg. Skill Rtg.

Age 1.00 .07 .08 .52 .23 .08 .24 .06
Sex 1.00 -.16 .06 -.10 -.17 .35 .06
Educational Level (see coding) 1.00 -.15 .19 .16 .20 .03
Longest Prior Job (weeks) 1.00 .08 .29 .01 .15
OES Skill Level: Training

Transportation
1.00 .09

1.00.

_.30

.05
-.02
.04

Coseselor Interview Rating 1.00 .07
Coussolor Skill Rating 1.00
OES Skill Level: 1st Placement

Employmost Rating: 1st Placement

Noma& Employed: Last 2 Years

TABLE 19,

MULTIPLE REGRESSION: PREDICTORS OF SOXESSFUL EMPIDYI.ENT AT I11413-TERM FOI.WWUP

OES Counselor ,

Correlation: Ai! Sex Ed Lp Job Skill Tr. Trans 11191s. Skill Rtg.

Age 1.00 -.02 -.08 .45 .11 .03 .01 .01

Sex 1.00 .02 -.08 -.26 .21 -.03 .00

Educational Level (see coding) .
:.00 ' -.11 .05 .19 .17 .13

Longest Prior Job (weeks) 1.00 .14 .25 -.06 .15

OES Skill Level: Training 1.00 -.14 .09 .15

Transportation 1.00 .09 .13

Counselor Interview Rating 1.00 .03

Counselor Skill Rating 1.00

OES Skill Level: 1st Placement
Employment Rating: 1st Placement

Months Employed: Last 2 Years

35

1st Placement
OES Skill Emp. Rtg. Mo.Emp.

.16

.09
.09

.oa
to

.02

-.01
.37 .08 .15
.07 .06 -.09
.30 .25 .16

. .01 .20 -.05
.14 .25 -.04
.13 .16 -.06

1.00 .21 -.07
1.00 -.04

_1.00

1st Placement
OES Skill Emp. Rtg. Mo.Emp. _

.01 .09 .06

.07 .04 -.11

-.32 -.04 .04

-.05 -.18 -.01

.21 -.00 -.02

.27 .08 .08

.21 .19 -.06

.14 -.02 .08

1.00 .09 -.11

1.00 .13

1.00
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that there was no significant relationship between any of the predictor

variables and the number of months employed over the past 24 months.

The low correlations that were found between the, predictor variables and_

the number of months employed indicated that the predictor variables

could not predict employment at short- or long7term follow-up.

A forward (stepwise) selection was used to find the best subset

of predictors fOr each major handicap sample. These regressioh

analyses attempted to determine which, if any; of the variables

Predicted the number of months a. partictilar group of handicapped

persons were employed at iong-term follow-up. Due to an insufficient

number of cases In the short-term sample, separate regression

analyses for each group by handicapping condition at short-term

follow-up were not appropriate,

Table,20 shows the variable means, standard deviations and

number of cases for each of the four major types of handicap at

long-term follow-up. Tables 21, 22,,23: and 24.are the correlation

tables for each handitapped group: learning disabled, mentally

retarded, emotionally handicapped and other handicapping conditions,

respectively.

The only significant linear relationship that was found was

for the learning disabled sample. As shown in Table.24,. the size

of the F (Fm8.42, df it 1/21 p <:.01) indicated that the employers'

ratings had a large and significant impact on the number of months

employed for the learning disabled group at long-term follow-up.

Employers' ratings account for approximately 23% (Adjusted r2 -.23)

of the variance in the number of months employed and is a good

predictor of this dependent variable.

For the mentally retarded, emotionally handicapped and the

other handicapped group, as shown in Tables 22, 23 and 24, respective-

ly, there were no significant linear relationships between any of the

predictor, variables and months employed at long-terM follow-up.
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TABLE 20

MEANS AND STANDARD DIVIATIOUS: PREDICTORS OF SUCCESSFUL EMPLOYMENT BY MAJOR TYPE OF HANDICAP

Variable

Age

Sex

Educitional Level (see coding)
Longest Prior Job (weeks)
Skill Level: Training
Transportation.

Counselor Interview Rating
Counselor Skill Rating
Skill Level: 1st Placement
Employer Rating: 1st Placement
Months Employed: Last 2 Years

Learning Disabled Mentally Retarded Emotionally Handicapped

Mean

Other

Cases

57

60
56

54

60

57

52

61

60
34

61

Mean Std.Dev. Cases Mean Std.Dev. Cases Mean Std.Dev. Cases Std.Dev.

27.45
1.35

7.54
65.60
1.87

2.93
4.56
1.03

2.67
2.16

18,59

4.72
A&

2.54
96.29

.97

1.40
.41

1.24

.48

.54

8.54

57

60
54

50
60
57'

44

60

67

36

58

29.34
-1.57

6.33
94.09
2.06
3.43
1.68
1.30
2.71

2.16
16.77

6.65

2.14
169.64

1.15,

1.08
.43

1.25
.49

.59

9.10

67

68
60

52

68
65

62

68
62

39
66

30.80
1.38

9.24
71.14

1.64

2.97
1.62
.84

2.63
2.21

14.05

8.16

.49

3.67
172.90

1.04

1.39
.50

1.11

.55

.45

9.91

59

63
54

50
63
59
44
63
60
32
61

30.19

1.38

8.34
106.70

1.60
2.84
1.46
.80 ,

2.32
1.95
15.36

8.48

, .49
4.06

185.54

1.00
1.40
.43

1.02
.75

.64

10.24

TABLE 21

MULTIPLE REGRESSION: PREDICTORS OF SUCCESSFUL EMPLOYMENT FOR LEARNING DISABLED POPULATION

Correlation: Abe Sex Ed

-.01

.07

1.00

Lp Job.
OES

Tr. Trans
Counselor

191,2ti.

.28

-.04

.13
-.27

'.17
-.05

1.00

p

Skill Rtg.

Age
Sex

Educational Level (see coding)
Longest Prior Job (weeks)
OES Skill Level: Training
Transportation
Counselor Interview Rating
Counselor Skill Rating
OES Skill Level: 1st Placement
Employment Rating: 1st Placement
Months Employed: Last 2 Years

Summary of Multiple Regression

.1.00 .14

1.00
.23

-.18
-.11

1.00

Ae.J.R
2

.26 -.12
-;10 -.04

-.18 .38
.12 .23

1.00 -.09
1.00

Multiple Overall

r F

.04

.08

.02

.31

.18

.01

-.26

1.00'

Variable B t p R2

Emolover Rating -8.07 -2.90 .01 .26 .23 .51 8.42 .01

38

1st Placement
OES Skill Emp. Rtg. Mo:Emp.

.13 -.39 .11

.23 -.08 .02

.32 .15 .03

.08 -.14 -.04
-.04 -.16 .16
.11 .'16 .18
.07 -.05 .01

.04 .04 .22

1.00 -.14 .16

1.00 .51*

1.00

39



0

41

TABLE 22

MULTIPLE REGRESSION: PREDICTORS OF SUCCESSFUL EMPLOYMENT FOR MENTALLY RETARDED POPULATION

OES Counselor 1st Placement
Correlation: Aee Sex Ed Lp Job Skill Tr. Trans intlRAI. Skill Rtg. OES Skill Emp. Rtg.

Age

Sex

Educational Level (see coding)
loolbst Prior Job (weeks)
OES Skill Level: Training
Transportation
Counselor leterview Rating
Counselor Skill Rating
OE: Skill Level: 1st Placement
Employment Rating: 1st Placement
Months Employed: Last 2 Years

1.00

n

.03

1.00

-.43

-.05
1.00

.63

-'.24

-.24

1.00

.14

-.41

.05

.32

1.00

.07

-.26
.26

.27

.19

1.00

.06

.09

.09

.06

.02

-.14
1.00

-.07
-.02
_.07

.11

AO
.04

.01

1.00

-.04 -.14
-.30 -.15

.34 .28

.18 .01

-.29-- .08
.23 .02

.13 :29-

.05 .00
1.00 .14

1.00

.07

.03

09
- 0

1

----
.23

-.23
-.06
1.00

MULTIPLE REGRESSION:

Correlation: An'

1.00

PREDICTORS

Sex

OF

Ed

-.06
.29

1.00

TAKE 3

SUCCESSFUL E LOYMENT FOR EMOTIONAL

OES
Lp Job Skill Tr. Trans

HANDICAPPED

Counselor
incLiti.

-.02

.09

-.14
.07

-.00
.21

1.00

POPULATION

Skill Rtg.
1st Placement

OES Skill Emp. Iti.g. MO.Emp.

Age
Sex

Educational Level (see coding)
Longest Prior Job (weeks)
OES Skill Level: Training
Transportation
Counselor Inter ew Rating
Counselor Skill Rating
OES Skill Level: 1st Placement
Employment Rating: 1st Placement

Months Employed: Last 2 Years

-.07

1.00
.27

. .29

, .04

1.00

t...

''. .14

\ -.09
\ .12

x.05
1.00

-.05
-.20
-.05
.20

.13

1.00

.05

.11

.23

.22

.12

.15

.16

1.00

.16

-.15

.10

-.02

.12

.36

.08

.20
1.00

.22

.26

.00

-.06

-.17

-.39

.23
-.26

-.13
1.00

.03.

-.11

.12

.11

.12

.08

.03

.06

-.05

-.10
1.00
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TABLE 24

MULTIPLE REGRESSION: PREDICTORS OF SUCCESSFUL EMPLOYMENT FOR OTHER HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

OES Counselor 1st PlacementCorrelatio0: Aft Sex Ed Lb Job Skill Tr. trans Int.'Rtg. Skill Rtg. OES Skill 'Emp. Rtg. Mo.Emp.

Age
1.00 -.12 -.12 .56 -.07 .16 -.06 -'.08 -.17 .36 .25Sex

1.00 .00 -.24 .33 -.23 .04 .08 .00 .04 -.32Educational Level (see coding)
1.00 -.19 -.01 .12 .44 .16 .39 -.01 .16Longest Prior Job (weeks)

1.00 .19 .32 -.15 .05 -.02 .39 .09OES Skill Level: Training
1.00 .25 .14 .24 .30 .11 '-.10Transportation

1.00 .19 .24 .28 .19 .11Counselor Interview Rating
1.00 .09 .37 .16 -.00Counselor Skill Rating

1.00. .26 .09 -.13OES Skill Level: 1st Placement
1.00 .15 -.17Employment Rating: 1st Placement

1.00 -.14Months Deployed: Last 2 Years
1.00



SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Did handicapped. participant; in the program retain competitive employment
.several years after leaving the..program (Research Questionl)?

70% of the total sample, participants placed one to ten years ago,
were currently employed (53% full time, 17% part time)..

95% of.those.currentiy employed were coMpetitively.employed:. five
percent were in sheltered workshops.

O. the long-term group did not differ significantly from the short-
term group regarding current employment status:
- 72% of the short-term group were currently employed at one-year.

follow -up .

70% of the long-term'group:were currently employed two to TO years
following placement

4. 55% of the long4erm group and-49% of the short-term group were in
full-time positions; 15% of the lonv.term group and:23% of the short.,
term group were in part-time positions.

Thoseplaced six to ten years ago had the highest percentage currently
employed (75 perdent) and the highest percentage of full-time workers.
(66 percent).

.

'Regarding months employed, the short -term group did differ signifi-
cantly from one of the three long-term groups (those placed three to
six years ago) but not from the other two groups.

There were no significant differences.between the three long-term
groups (those placed six to ten years ago, three to six years ago, .

and two.to three years ago) regarding months employed over the.last
two years.

Was type of handicap related to employment outcomes (Research Question 1)?

Two-thirds or more of all four handicapped groups were currently
employed 'at follow-up:

- 81% of the learning disabled were employed
- 70% Of the mentally retarded were employed
- 66% of the emotionally handicapped' were.employed
67% of the other handicapped_ group were employed

The learning disabled group-had the highest percentage employed
full-time (64 percent).

The mentally retarded group had,the highest percentage of part-
time workers (24 percent).

The learning disabled group had a significantly higher percentage
of months employed over. the last 12 or'24 months than the emotionally
handicapped group, but did not differ significantly from the other
two handicapped groups.
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There were no significant differences between the emotionally
handicapped, the mentally retarded and the "other" handicapped
group regarding months employed over the past 12 or 24 months.

The mentally retarded group had significantly lower skill level
jobs and lower salary than the other three handicapped groups.

Was the open-door policy of continuous placement assistance related to
.successful employment outcomes (Research Question 2)?

33 percent of the participants returned for assistance, 38 per-
cent did not return and 29 percent were never out of work.

No significant differences 'were, found regarding employment out-
comes for those who returned to the program for placement assis-
tance versus those who did not return; the majority of both
groups were employed at follow-up (61 percent versus 55 percent).

Was the open-door policy more beneficial for certain handicapped groups
(Research Question 2)?

No significant interactions were found for type of handicap,.
responsiveness to the open door policy, and employment out-
comes.

Two of the handicapped groups, the mentally retarded and "other"
groups, had better employment outcomes if they returned to the
program for placement assistance.

The other two handicapped groups, the learning disabled and the
emotionally handicapped did not have better employment outcomes
if they returned to the program.

What factors contribute significantly and predict successful employment
for handicapped adults who participated in an industry-based rehabilita-
tion program (Research Puestion 3)?

Employers' ratings at one month on-the-job had a significant
relationship to the'number of months employed for the learning
disabled group at long-term follow-up.

None of the 10 predictor variables examined had a significant
relationship with months employed for the mentally retarded,
the emotionally handicapped or the "other" handicapped group.

No significant relationship was found between any of the predictor
variables and the number of months employed for either the short-
term or the long-term group..
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IV. DISCUSSION

One objective of this research study. was to determine if the

industry -based rehabilitation model achieves the goal of competi-

tive employment for handicapped participants at short- and-long7

term-follow-up. and whether type of ,handicap is related to,employ-

ment outcomes..

Short-term eValuttion.data.was'obtained by theNassau BOCES.

Industry-Based Program over.the past ten years; graduates of.the

program had an overall employment record of 79%.at one-year.follow-

up. This. study confirmectthat most participants.(72 %) who were

successfully placed in competitive jobs by the program maintained'.

employment, at one year following placement. However, it was not

known whether handiOapped participants in an industry-based program

retained competitive employment several years after-leaving the

program. ,
/

One might hypothesize that employment rates'would:decrease with

the passage of time due to such factors atdegeneration of physical

or emotional, condition, thephysicaland:emotionaI difficulty of

handlinga.job over a long time period (such as transportation

problems, boredom, fatigue, etc.) or employment factors, such as

comOanies.gotng.out of business or leaving the area. Also, parti7

cipants in the program. receive on-the-job support. for-much of the

first year following placement and, as support is withdrawn, one

might expect more employment difficulties leading to lower employ-

ment. rates. On the other hand, it could be:hypothesized .that With

the passage of time and establishment of a work history, young

adults'would tend to overcome their problems and.ichieve astable

vocational history. An earlier follow-up study of 26 state

rehabilitation agencies. (Bailey,1965) found that employment rates

endured over time (1 to 10 years after placement), though there

was a somewhat lower employment rate with the oess4ge of time.
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The results of this study support the hypothesis that stable.

vocational adjustments are achieved. Over half of the long-term

group.had been employed for most or all of the last two years. ..

Furthermore, there were no significant differences between the

three long-term time waves (those placed.2 to 3. years ago, 3 to

6. years ago, and 6 to 10.years ago) regarding months employed over

the last two years: There was a significant difference between.

'the.short4erm group. and. one of the three long-term time.waVes:

(those placed 3 to 6 years ago),but the short -term group did not

differ significantly from the other two long,-term time waves..

The short -term group did have the highest percentage of'months

employed over,time.but this was .not' surprising since this.per-

tentage was based.on a 12-month period compared to 24 months for

the long-term.time. waves; also, all short-term clients began the

year with a job platement.and.received.support from the'prograR

for three-to.twelve months. following placement. What was surprising

was thatthe short-term group did.not'differ significantly from
.

two of the three long-term time waves and that the:three.longfterm

groups did not differ significantly'from each other. Theresults
.

indicate high'degree of employment stability with the passage of

time, .appears,that handicapped adults who are placed in com-

petitt e.jobs And maintain employment for a one-year -period establish

a sta le 'vocational adjustment and are likely to remain employed

over time.

The results regarding current employment status, whether

respondents were employed or not at the time of the survey, also

documented the maintenance of employment over time: 70% of,those

placed 2 to 10 years ago were currently employed at long-term

follow-up compared to 72% of those placed one year ago at

/ short -term. follow-up. Full-time employment for the combined

long-term group was slightly higher than for the short-
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a
1

term group (55% versus 49%); those 'placed 6 to 10 years ago had the

highest percentage of full-time workers (66%). AlthoUgh there were

only slight differences between the total long-term and the short-

term grouvin overall employment rate, there appears to be a tendency

for full-time employment to increase with.the passage of time.

'Overall, the. current employment rate is very impressive at both

long- and .short-term follow-up, .eipecially when the employment sta-

tistics for participants in this program are compared.tq others with

disabilities and to the nonhandicapped.population. According to the

Department of Education's Office of Special Education and.Rehabili-.

taiive Services (1984), between 50 to 80 percent of working -age..

adults who report a disability are jobless. let, the current unem-

ployment rate for the sample of handicapped adults who participated

in the BOCES Industry-Based Program is only 30 percent. Moreover,

as shown in Figure 1, the current employment rate for male partici-

pants at follow-up (74%) is very close to the employment figures for

nonhandicapped males (79%) and much higher than the census figures

for males with disabilities (34.5%) as reported in the 1982 Current

Population Reports, U.S. Bureau of. the Census. In addition, handi-

capped females who were placed in jobs by the. Industry-Based Program

had a higher employment rate at'follow-up (65%) than the 1982 census

figures for nonhandicapped females (58.6%) and a much higher employ-

ment rate than disabled females (19.4%). Even though- the' handi-

capped females who participated inthe Industry-Based Program were

significantly less likely than the handicapped males in the program

to be employed in full-time positions, this appears to be only a

reflection of the differences in employment for men and women in

general. Figure 1shows that female participants in the program

have fared even better than their male counterparts when compared

to disabled and nondisabled of the same gender.

The results of this study also report the philosophy of the

BOCES Industry-Based Program that adults with many different types
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FIGURE 1

EMPLOYMENT STATUS: COMPARISON OF STUDY SAMPLE
WITH CENSUS POPULATION OF DISABLED AND NONDISABLED

MALES FEMALES
Employed Unemployed Employed Unemployed

Mondisabled, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982

Disabled, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982

Study Sample, 1984
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of handicapping conditions can't* served by the same program and
.

that people with all types of.handicapping conditions can achieve

and maintain competitive employment. Over three-fourths of the

learning disabled and two-thirds of the mentally retarded,

emotionally-Jundicapped and those with.otherhandicapping con-

ditions (including multiply handicapped), were currently employed

at long-term follow-up.

Although all handicapped groups did very well, some-groups did

have better employment outcomes than others. Those with learning

disabilities tad the highest percent of months employed over the last

two years for long-term follow -up and Over .the past year for short-

term follow-up, and differed significantly from the emotionally

tandicapped group which had the lowest percent time employed. The

learning disabled.group.also had the.highest'current employment

rate (81%) and the'highest percent in full-time employment'(64%).

The mentally retarded group had the second highest percent employed

(70%),aithough this included a high percentage of.part-time workers

(24 %). The results are consistent with recent research studies

which found that mentally retarded adults can achieve and maintain

competitive employment when trained in actual work places (Wehman.

& Hill, cited in Leavitt, 1984; Hillmann,'WeinglassIlieberman,.

cited in Leavitt, 1984).

The lower employment rate for the emotionally handicapped

group suggests that some additional help or training for this

population may be warranted. In reporting that the emotionally

disabled were typically less successful as rehabilitation clients,

Sankovsky (1968) noted that the negative trend for emotional

rehabilitation may be a reflection of the lack of adequate therapy

and know-how in working with these disabilities rather than an

inherent characteristic of failure associated with the disabling

'condition. Perhaps the program could provide additional training

in social and attitudinal skills or perhaps more help is required

from mental health professionals. Working with parents or clients
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to facilitate realistic goals and attitudes may be a worthwhile

effort. ,

The skill level and salary of respondents' current job, was

significantly related to type of handicap. The mentally retarded

group had lower skill level jobs than the other three groups

(over three-fourths of the mentally retarded respondents were in

unskilled jobs) and lower'salaries which appears consistent with

the limited intellectual ability of the mentally retarded popula-

tion. The "other" handicapped group, which included medical,

physical, speech, hearing and visual handicapping conditions as

well as those with multiple handicaps, had. the highest skill

level positions; mail. in this group had no intellectual impairments,

It appears that the skill level _of the current job, type of Nandi-

cap and degree of intellectual impairment are related.

Ilnwever, it is unclear from these results whether the'skill

level of the current job was in fact the most appropriate level'

for most respondents.- Some,respondents with unskilled jobs commented.

that they would like less boring work; a few said they had not

been given the opportunity to advance to higher skilled jobs which

theythought they were upableof handling. On the other hand,

most of this sample had some intellectual or emotibnatimpairment

that might have limited them to less skilled work;. a few commented

that they had been placed in jobs that were tOo,difficult to handle.

It is possible that the. high percentage still'employed. at long7

term follow-up was due in part to realistic job placements and

acceptance of what was realistic by most of the program,

participants. According to program staff, realistic job expecta-

tions are very important for achieving successful employment out-

comes. More research it needed to determine if the handicapped

populatioh is usually employed at' appropriate skill levels or
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whether the handicapped tend to be employed in jobs below their

capacity. Also, the question of promotion and upgrading of

handicapped employees as compared to nonhandicappad peers, of ,

similar ability needs to be addressed. vr,.

Regarding the BOCES open-door policy of continuous placement

services, no significant differences were found regarding employ-

ment outcomes for those who returned to the program for placement

assistance versus those who did not .return for help when out of

work; the majority of both groups were employed at follow-up.

The results indicate that many participantsrive acquired some

job history and the skills necessary for th first job placement,

are able to obtain jobs on their own when out of work. However,

an almost equal number felt a need to return to the program for

placement assistance. It seems that the open -door policy of

continuous placement services is valued by these clients and has

been effective in helping them to obtain work.

Since the two groups were not randomly; assigned to these

conditions and decided themselves whether to, return for assistance,

other factors such as severity of handicap, job history, self-

esteem and level of independence may have made these Lnequal groups

It may be that those who were able to find jobs on their own were

less severely disabled than those who returned to the program for

placement assistance. The descriptive data seem, to support this

possibility. Two of the handicapped groups. the; mentally retarded

and the "other" handicapped group (including the physically dis-

abled and multiply handicapped) had somewhat better employment

outcomes if they returned to the program for placement assistance;

these two handicapped groups may be more easily identified as handi-

capped than the emotionally handicapped and learning disabled

groups and may have had more difficulty getting jobs due to their

intellectual or physical impairments.
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Regarding predictors of successful employment, it 'was disappoint-

ing that none of the ten client variablei examined had a significant

relationship with months employed at short- or long-term follow-up.

The only significant linear relationship found was for the learning

disabled sample; employers' ratings atone-month on-the-job had a sig-

nificant relationship to the number of months employed at long-term
-

follow -up. This means that rehabilitation counselors and employers

should pay particular attention to this rating for the learning dis-

abled and provide additional support to those with poorer ratings.

It is not clear why any of the variables were not significant pre-

dictors for the other three handicapped groups. One reason may be

little. variabilityin counselor ratings and few negative evaluations.

In the case of employer ratings, scores may have declined. with time,

as suggestedby Wehman &HUI'S study (cited in Leavitt,. '1984) of the

mentallyretarded.and the first rating was therefore not a good pre-

dictor: Another problem is that so many different client variables

impact on employment outcomes such as severity of. handicap, motiva.i,

tion, interest, personality factors, ethnic grOup,mar'ital status,

sources of other income and parental attitude. Theeconomic condi-

tions affecting employment outcomes also make it difficult to deter-

mine significant client factors related to success. Sankovsky (1968)

concluded from his review of the literature on predicting successful.

outcomes'that the probability of successful prediction using multiple

variables is so small that it serves little functional purpose; this

study confirmed that finding. Perhaps other research efforts, will find

better measures of these variables -or better predictors of successful

outcomes:,
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Competitive employment is a major rehabilitation goal for

handicapped adults and industry-based rehabilitation programs

appear to be a promising approach to achieving this goal.

The results. of this study showed that on industry-based

rehabilitation program, did. achieve the goal of competitive employ-

ment for most handicapped participants at'short- and long-term

follow-up. Seventy percent of the total sample were currently

employed (not necessarily in the original'placement); 95 percent

of those employed were in competitive positions. Over two-thirds

of the respondents were currently employed at both long -term

follow-up (two to 10 years following placement) and short-term

follow-Up, one year after placement. Those placed six to 10 years

ago had the highest percentage currently employed (75%) and the

highest percentage of full-time workers (66%). Also there were no

significant differences between the three long-term groups (those

placed 6 to 10 years ago, 3 to 6 years ago and .2 to.three years

ago) regarding montht employed over the Nast two years.

The results indicate a high degree of employment stability with

the passage of time. It appears that most handicapped adults who

have been successfully placed in competitive jobs by a supportive

industry-based 'rehabilitation program establish a stable vocational

history and are likely 'to remain employed over time.

Since this study examined the participants of one Projects With.

Industry program, the results cannot be generalized to all such

programs. However, the study did examine the participants of the

program over a 10 -year period, during which time the staff and

program underwent many changesA'Also the findings of recent studies

of other industry-based programi (Leavitt, 1984; Shafer, 1984)
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are consistent with the outcomes of this study. This strongly

suggests that the general model is successful.

Therefore, it is highly recommended that federal, state and

community support be continued for industry-based rehabilitation

programs. Recently, evaluation requirements were established for

all currently funded Projects With Industry programs. With outcome

data from many different programs,'researchers will be able to

determine the success of the general model. It is recommended

that these programs are also helped and encouraged to computerize

their client datafor improving research utilization as well as

for improving, client placement services through computerized job-

matching systems.

Though this study did not include a cost-benefit analysis, the

fact that 70 percent of the participants. were earning a salary

(some over a ten-year period) indicates the financial benefits.

Wehman and Hill (1982) examined the cost-benefits of their project

and found .that for the 56.severly disabled.placed into competitive

employment over a thretlear period, the total direct financial

benefit on public expenditures, minus projects expenditures, was

over 646,000. This suggests that competitive employment programs

may realize savings to the public as well as benefit the disabled.

It is recommended that other studies atidress the cost/benefit issue

so that the actual cost or financial gain of supporting industry-

based programs can be determined.

Moreover, the results of this study support the philosophy of

the BOCES Industry-Based Program that adults with many different

types of handicapping conditions can be served by the same program

and that people with all types of handicapping conditions can

achieve and maintain competitive employment. Over three-fourths

of the learning disabled and two-thirds of the mentally retarded,

emotionally handicapped and those with other handicapping conditions
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(including multiply handicapped) were currently employed at follow-

up. Though there was a significant differente between the learn-

ing disabled and the emotionally handicapped group regarding

months employed over time, there were no significant differences

between any of the other handicapped groups. Therefore, it is

recommended that industry-based rehabilitation programs which are

currently serving only one handicapped group consider expanding

their services to include all handicappecralults. This would seem

to be more cost-efficient and a more effective approach for

meeting the needs of industry as well as the needs of our

handicapped population.

The results of this study are somewhat unclear regarding the

benefit of an open-door policy ofcontinuous placement assistance.

No significant differences were found regarding employment outcomes

for those who returned to the program for placement assistance

versus those who did not return for help when out of work; the

majority of both groups were employed at follow-up. The results

indiCate that many participants who have acquired some job

history and the skills necessary for the first job placement are

able to obtain jobs on their own when out of work. However, an-

almost equal number felt a need to return to the program for

'placement astistance.. It seems that the open-door policy of

continuous placeMent services is valued by these clients and has

been effective in helping them to obtain work.

Since clients were not randomly assigned to these conditions,

factors such as severity of handicap may have made these unequal

groups; the policy appears to have been more beneficial to those

with certain handicapping conditions. Therefore, this policy

seems to be a desirable extension of services if the resources are

available to effectively help clients secure and maintain a place-

ment that lasts over time as well as serve those in need of additional

placement assistance.

-44-
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The ten client variables examined in this study did not signifi-

cantly predict successful employment outcomes at long- or short-term

follow-up or for any of the handicapped groups with one exception;

employer ratings of clients after one-month on-the-job were found to be

significantly related to successful employment outcomes for the learn-

ing disabled group. It is recommended that future research efforts

attempt to find better measures of these variables or select different,

predictor variables.

Since the industry-based model has been shown to be effective

with handicapped adults, it is recommended that the Projects With

Industry program be adapted or expanded to meet the needs of youth in

transition from school to work. A recent report estimated that 28,000

handicapping students will leave school in the next three years and

that there may be no jobs or sheltered programs for the majority of

them.

Finally, it is important to remember that the participants in

this follow-up study were clients whome successfully placed in

industry and that the results of this study can only be generalized

to similar populations. Other types of services may be needed for the

handicapped who may not be able to achieve competitive employment.
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OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

The Handicapped at Work
How a BOCES program finds jobs for those with special needs
by Leslie Klein, Certified Rehabilitation Counselor, Industry-Based Special Needs Program

T t has long been the view of those
1 involved in training and assisting

the handicapped that each human being is
special, that all people can contribute to
society and that 'given the chance, a
person prefers to be independent and
operating at his or her highest level of
ability.

Bridging the gap between this belief
and reality is a most difficult task. In a
competitive world, is it possible to Make.

room for those with special need.? The
answer is a resounding yesas evidenced
by the success of. the Industry-Based
Special Needs Program.

, The program, which is. administered
y Nassau Division of Occupational

ipacation and funded largely through
oral grants, hai been placing MOM

t han 125 handkipped persona in lobs each
year for the past to years. Moreover.
placements cover the full range of
.occupational levels, from bookkeepers
and teachers to electronic assembiers,
secretaries and food-service aides.

Here's how the program works:
The process begins whin an individual

comes to the prograM's headquarters at
Nassau Tech's South Center in North
Bellmore for an intake interview. This
new client, an adult or out-of-school
youth, has usually been referred by a state
or local rehabilitation or mental health
agency, a local school district, the
Department of Labor, a private rehabilita-
tion training center, a drug- and akohol-
abuse clinic, a correctional facility or a
participating employer.

After having been diagnosed and
treated and trained for an extensive

. period and nut having Found successful
employment. many clients believe that
handicaps are indeed cause for despair.
lowered self-esteem, and marginal life
)xpectations. The first step ,in a new
irectiun is taken when instructor and
ent begin to explore the individual's

strengths, special training, natural

8

aptitudes, and gentling interests. The
focus is not on the client's disability,
which may be a physical or emotional
handicap, retardation,' or learning
disability, but rather on his or her unique.
marketable skills.

Here is where the industry-bawd
component is especially significant.
Instructors spend a large percentage of
'their time in industry, supervising clients
who have been.placed, and are fully a ware:
if specific job demands and what it
necessary foe. vocational success. When'a
Client states his job goal...in instructorcan
expertly advise whether the foal/ is

I

4.
see

.es

ta.

realistic, If it isand often this is the
cast actual job-placeinent efforts begin.
What also evolves is a respectful
partnership, occurring because an
objective outside party assures the
individual that he will be able to achieve
his goal.

Those who are not yet ready for
placement can receive .referral services,
evaluation or short-term training.
Individualized training programs: are
available in electronic assembly, library
shelving, ZIP coding. order Picking and
clerical work. Tasks duplicate 'existing
jobs in industry. Participation in this

01

Hans Werberg has a history of emotional problems. At the
time he was referred to the Industry-Based Special Needs
Program, Hans was Si and was s,pporting five children and a wife
who is legally blind. He was living on a limited income from the
German government, which paid restitution for the death of his
parents in a concentration camp. Hans had difficulty keeping a job
because 'of his inability to produce under pressure. The Industry -
Based Program located an understanding employer and provided
on-the-job support. Hans is presently working for the Barth
Spencer Corporation as a porter in a full -time permanent position
and is a member of the union.
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aspect of the program is especially
motivating because Pillow trainees are
often placed, thus reinforcing the validity
of the course work.

lob skills are only part of what is
necessary for a positive work adiustmen t.
Of equal importance are socialization
skills, understanding of -expected work
attitudes and behaviors and a willingness
to accept supervision. These issues are
addressed through ongoing counseling
and by means of the Adkins Life Skills
program, a learning kit that uses
videotaped lessons and also calls for
students to videotape themselves under-
going mock. job interviews.

When a client is being groomed for job
placement; careful attention is also given
to practical' concerns, such astranspoeta-
tion needs. work hours and a....eseibility to
medical care, in addition to job application
and interview %%kills.

The Special Needs staff actively
follows up job leads tRat seem apyropriatt
for clients. Employers are made aware of
the untapped potential of carefully
screened handicapped job applicants.
Instructors are able to allay possible fears
because. of their conviction, based on past
performance records, that the handicapped
worker is able tolunctioe as well as, if not

.11

better than, the nonhandicappedworker
Past st dies of attendance, loyalty and
concent..eted .work effort prove this.

To ensure that applicants have a good
Chance to succeed, instructors guarantee.
that they will supervis work adjustments
and intercede if any problems should
arise. Monthly job-rating forms are filled
out by the job supervisor and instructor.
and the results are shared with the client.
Such items as appearance, attendance,
attitude, cooperation, initiative, perfor-
mance and responsibility are evaluated.

Initial job placements are not always
successful., As a matter of fact, sometimes
it takes two or three placements before a
satisfaCtory work adjustment is attained.
With skilled counseling. job fa ilures can be
seen as learning experiences to be applied
to the next placement.

Probably the most persuasive argu-
ment for hiring the handicapped is a

successful job placement. CoMpetitive

work performance by clients has resulted,
in a willingness by industry to hire
additional Special Needs clients as
openings occur, vometimes resultingi
cluster of three or more placements in one
company. Nassau Tech has a tradition. of

.

acknowledging participating employers
by holding an Ind:3:ry Luncheon at
which awards are given to companies for'
their ongoing support of the program.

And this is how it is done. By
respecting the potential of all people, by
supporting a client's realistic goals, and by
convincing employers to see for them-
selves that handicapped individuals can be
productive members of the work force, .

the Industry-Based Special Needs Program
has closed the gap between theory and
reality. Continuing, *Cement of clients
ensures the handicapped -their rightful
place in society and offers them the
opportunity to repay society as taxpaying.
rathei than tax-receiving citizens. C

1..2;

%*

*di -41

any to, 'who is now 23, was referred to Special Needs
by the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation in March, 1977. He had a
history of limited learning ability and had received training in a
sheltered workshop. Timmy was eager to work, but needed much
supervision and direction before mastering a task. Special Needs
provided government subsidized positions for training, as well as
on-the-fob instruction. As a result of the years of intervention,
Timmy is today a full-time packerlstockman for the Barth Spencer
Corporation.

Mary Nally became legally blind in 1980 as a result of childhood
diabetes. She had worked as a secretary before the onset of
blindness, but had not worked following her loss. The Industry-
Based Program placed her on a CETA work-experience program in
her local town hall as a dictaphone typist. As a result of Mary's
determination to succeed and the intervention of the Special Needs
Program, Mary was hired on a full-time permanent basis following

T.* the completion of her CETA contract in May, 1983.
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APPENDIX B

Coded Predictor Variables

Frequency Tables
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FREQUENCY DATA

Coded Predictor Variables Frequency Percent

der

1. Milo 142 44.5
2. Female 177 55.5

EduLational Level (as coded)

1. Elementary Special Class) 12 4.2
2. Elementary Regular) 6 1.9
3. Elementary Roth) 1 .3
4. Some High School Special) 25 8.7
5. Some High School Regular) 19 6.6.
6. Some Nigh School loth) 2 .7
7. Nigh School Diploma Special Classes) 94 32.9
8. High School Diplome Regular Classes) 59 20.5
9. High School Diplome loth) 14 4.4
10. High School Equivalency Special Cites's) a 2.8
11. Nigh' School Equivalency Regular Classes)
12. High School ivalency Both)i

5

2

. 1.7
.7

13. Some College Special Classes prior to college) 9 3.1
14. Some College Regular Classes prior to college) 27 9.4
15. Some College Both) 2 .6

16. College Graduate or Higher (Regu'er Classes
prior to college)

3 1.0

Skill Level: Training

1. Skilled ,36 11.3
2. Semi-skilled 125 39.2
3. Unskilled 97 30.4,

Skill Level: 1st Placement

1. Skilled 16 5.3
2. Semi-skilled 99 30.9
3. Unskilled 187 61.9

Transportation
.

1. Drives own car 82 26.S
2. Drives other car .12 3.2
3. Chauffered 26 8.5
4. Public Transportation available 183 60.0
5. Other 2 .7

Counselor Interview Rating

1. Positive 122 49.0
2. Positive and Negative 124 49.8
3. Negative 3 1.2

Counselor Skill Rating

1. Excellent 29 9.0

2. Good 87 26.6.

3. Satisfactory 36 11.2
4. Needs Improvement 3 .9

OnOltver Ratini: 1st Placement

1. Excellent 27 14.8

2. Good 118 64.5

3. Satisfactory 24. 13.1

4. Needs Improvement 14 7.7
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APPENDIX C.

Data Collection and Coding Instruments

Job History Questionnaire
(Survey Instrument)

Job History Information Coding Form
(For Coding Job History Questionnaire)

Summary Data Form
(For Coding Information in Clients'
Files)
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JOB HISTORY

'Please circle the number of your answer.-

Q. 1. Are you working now?
.

1. No. When did you last work? (Year)
2. Yes, full time
1 Yes, pert time

.

2. Is the company young:mum* for (or last worked for);

1. A sheltered workshop
2. Competitive-for profit
3. Not for profit agency

Q. 3. How much did.you wont in 1983?
(Fran January, 1983 to.Deeember, 1983)

1.. Did not work at all in 1983.
2. Worked a little (1 to 3 months)
3. Worked less than half of the year (4-6months)
4. Worked over half of the year (7 -10 months)
5. Worked all year or almost all year

(11-12 months)

Q. 4. HOW ouch did you work in 1982?

(From Januar,, 1982 to December, 1982)

'1. Did not work at all in 1982
2. Worked a little (1 3 'months)
3. Worked less than half of the year (4-6 months)
4. Worked over half of the year (7 -10 months)
5. Worked all year or almost all year

(11-12 months)

Q.. 5. Have you ever been out of work and returned to
the B0cES Industry Based program for help?

Q

ID

1. Yes
2. No, never out of work
3. No, out of work but did not return:

Please explain why

68

Q. 6. Circle the highest grade level you completed
before going to the BOCES Industry Based
dal Needs) program.

1. Elementary' School
2. Same Hiiggh School

3. High School Diploma
4. High School Equivalency Diploma ((ED)
5. Sane College
6. Othir, please mplain

Did you have mostly regular classses or
special classes?

1. Regular' classes
2. Special classes

Q. 8. After you went to the BOCES Industry Based
ISTalal Needs) program, did you attend any
sdhool or vocational training program?

1. No
2. Yes, High School or High School Equivalency
3. Yes, College, Number of Years
4. Yes, Job training, Please explain type of

training

Q. 9. Marital 'tatus:

1. Single
2. Married
3. Divorced/Separated

Q. 11. Who do you live with now, if anyone?

Q. 10. Sex:

1. Male
2. Female

1. Live alone
2. 'Ave with parnnts or other relatives
3. Live with wife/husband or children
4. Live with friend(s)

THANK YOU. PLEASE CONTINUE
TURN FYJE OVER
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INSTRUMIONS: Please fill in the information on your past four jobs. If you are ne 4 employed, start with yourcurrent j. If are not paployed, start w_ ith yaw mrst

NIUE DID YOU mac.
(Neone

f
or Type)

)

WHIR DID YOU
WON( TIOE?

WHAT DID YOU DOT
(Job title and duties)

ND. OF -HOURS
WORKED EACH

WEEK
SALARY REASON FOR LEAVING

.
.

Fran ITo Title Hours
-TIE Week

FErfE7 i FETE:

I

I

Duties

1 To Title Hours
----IreT Week

.

I

I

FE/YE 1 F67P/F

I

I

Duties

,

FYatn 1 To Title Hours
1

Juties

er Week

Flo. i FE:PIT

I

--illk----- I

From i To Title Hours--Far Week

I

1

,

I

FET/ViT
I

FE:'/Yr.r . Doti es

PI .SE USE BAQC OF THIS PAGE FoR Oa OR SUOGESTIONS



.30B HISTORY INFORMATION CARD #3

Code from Page 1 ID #

Q 1 Code 9 if not available
2

3

4

3

6

7 Code 3 if both

E Code 5 if Basic Skills

9

10

11

Code from Page 2

A. Phone interview (1) or Mall (2)
B. Month (date) form was completed

C. Number of jobs held In last 2 years

D. Total number of months employed in last 2 years
E. Longest job held in last 2 years - number of years

at that job. Code direct.
0 a No job held 1 year or more
1 a 1 year

2 a 2 years, etc.

3 a 3 years, etc.

9 a 9 or more
F. Current job history (Code 0 if unemployed)

(Code 9 if information not available)
1. Date employed from /

Trk-7.. ita7

2. Job Title duties
/ 1st 3. digits

middle 3 digits
3. OES. Skill Level OES Skill
4. Hours worked: Hours per week
5. Salary: Hourly wage

Week

Year

DOT IP _/ ml

72

Computer Card

OMNI .101

.01

GM,

MEI

NNW

_/E4

MID

Cal. I

1 -,4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

13

16

17-20

21

.22-23

24

25 -28

29-31

32-34

35

36-37

3E-40

41-43

44-48



G. Last job held (Code 0 if no other job held)

(Code 9 if not available)

1. Date employed from

2. Date employed to

3. Job Title

DOT N /

4. OES skill level

3. Salary

*Mb VII

middle 3 digits

OES Skill

1st 3 digits

Hours

Week

Year

Reason for Leaving

0. No reason given
I. Quit better job
2. Quit illness, disability
3. Quit transportation problem
4. Quit, other reason
3. Laid off - not enough work
6. Fired - late, other work problems
7. Fired - problem with boss, other people
S. Fired - other reason
9. Other

7. Type of Company (last job held)

1. Sheltered workshop
2. Competitive
3. Not-for-profit

S. Hours worked per week: I a full time
2 a part time

H. BOCES Placement

I. Is present job a BOCES placement?
a Unemployed; I a Yes; 2 a No; 9 a Not Available

2. Was last job a BOCES placement?
0 a Unemployed; 1- Yes; 2 a No; 9 a Not Available

Card Number
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mo.. yr.

mo. yr.

MID MID MID

MOP

m
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SUMMARY DATA FORM: FOLLOW-UP OF LIDUSTRY BASED PROGRAM

Set; 1. Male. 2. Female

A. Type of Handicap (Ohs& all that apply)
1. Mentally Ratarded

2. Limning disabled, brain injured
3. Emotionallytmrdicappod, disturbed
4. Othar, specify

B. Data of SirthImmeri

Warr

C. IQ Overall solve: Date of test
Nmsa-W-E rat

D. Ediscadamel lava at intake (from folder)
1. ElerstaryScbool
2. Some High School
3. High School graduate diploma
4. High School Equivalaticy,
5. Some College
6. Other, specify
7. Not clear or available fran records,

4

E. Education prior to intake: (chock all that apply)
1. Ragular classes
2. Special classes
3. Attended 93C13: SperUg.
4. Attended 'OCRS: Occupational Ed.
5. Not clear or available in records

F. Availability of transportation
1. Drives can car
2. Drives other car. %on?
3. Will be drive n. Bythma?
4. Can use public transportation
5. Near public transportation
6. Other (mast ielk, etc. tbat?)

G. Type of training prior to intake:
1. a. Truism tald of training

b. Number of years or length, or training
c. Course completed? 1. Yes 2. No 3. thou ear

2. a. Trade or field of training
b. NUmber of years or lacgth os 121usang
c. Course completed? 1. Yes 2. NO 3. not ear

3. Skill Level of job training
(D r: skill level for job being trained for)

4.11041.modyne
1st digit

middle 3 ditits

Card 0 1

Computer coda Col. 0

1-4

5

6111111111 ImADIEND moms 4.01.1111

6
7

89

10-13

14-16

17

.18

19

20

21

22
23
24

25
26
27

28

29.31



MARY DATA MI,

H. Employment History (an Intake Form)
1. Date last employed prior to application at BOCES

2. Last Job Title/Duties
(code DOT rating)
Employer. -/ -

3. Longest Time Working at Any/Job
(in weeks)

Counselor Assessment Rating Upon Entry:
Date of Rating

Code directly

ONO AND NM

Cements: Code as follows

1. Positive only
2. Positive, but needs help

3. Positive and *gable

4. Negative only

5. Txrelevantornocannents

1st digit

middle 1 digits

!titivation

Ccmprehansion/App. R

Appearance

Attention Span

Dexterity

Amenability

Follow Directions

Independence

Parental Attitude

Comants:

J. Skills Proficiency Rating
(by Counelor about 1 weak after placement)

Occupation

Nome of Employer

Date of Rating

lbtal !amber of Skals Rated

Reber of 1 (Excellent) Ratings

Ratter of 2 (Good) Ratings

!tuber of 3 (Satisfactory) Ratings

!amber of 4 (Needs Improvemont) Ratings

Average of Ratings

2
75

Eimmom =mum

1

Co 1 .

32 -350
36
37 -39.

40-42

43.

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

'51

52

53

54

55

56

57

;8

80



Card U 2
SLWARY DATA FORT'!,

# ATTITUDES, BEHAVIOR,

IV! 1C4nVALUATOR: Please draw circle around

6

AND wORX rum 0
numbers that are most appropriate.

SFLAT/pSSNIP UT? CM OS mOTIVATIA IN OCCUPATIONAL AREA1. Unable to determine at this time 1. Unable to determine at this time2. Han difficulty with others 2. Lacks motivation3. nets clone satisfactorily 3. Average interest and applicationk. Exceptionally veil accepted e. Highly motivated

MISCI2V.
1. Unable to determine at this time
2. Generally trot cooperative
3. neeerallY cooperative
4. ikeeptionally .cooperative

44.01111
4. Unable to determine at this time7 2. Poor attitudes. needs improvement
3. GemerellY courteous
k. leceptiomally courteous and considerate

3 30 MUM.

9

10

11

1.

13

ADAPTABILITY
1. Unable to determine at this tine
2. Has difficulty in adapting
3. Usually accepts change
4. Self-reliant, imaginative

DEXTERITY REQUIREKENTS FOR THE OCCUPATION
1. Unable to determine at this time
2. Prognosis for success is poor
3. is well suited. Shows potential
4. Highly suited to needs of oc:upation

gainga42..-Watitla1. Unable to determine at thin time 1. Unable to determine at this tine2. Needs egastant tollowwq* 2. Substandard vork3. notarial? accepts respolsibility 3. Averse* performanceh. Pieeptiosally reliable 4. High standards of performance

111ZUTCOI uncrma AND PRODUCTION1. thane to determine at this time 1. Unable to determine at this time2. Never initiates *sties 2. Often wastes time sad effort3. Seldom needs prodding
3. Makes effort to work effectivelyM. Itemptionally good "melt- starter "' 4. A steady and productive molter

1. Unable to detonator at this tine 1. Unable to determine at this tine2. Mae uses poor judgment 2. tacks genuine concern for safety3. Usually makes the right decision 3. Satisfactory practice of safetyh. Abe,* ammo is asking deeisionn 4. High regard for safety requirements
, -

WRITI131 PIEBTOPMANC21. U se detonate* at this time 1. Unable to deterelne at thfs time2. Tends to be 'meltable
2. Work is seldom good3. veil *gamed 3. Work is generally goodIteseptiessLIT veil taleased h. Work is consistently Soo'

. tIMb3 a to *par self to job at hand
V. Ocetrentrtion fluctuates
3. Catisfactory eseeestrattaa level
4. Nimbly setter/Wary

ADJ1/9TABILITT VI NEW :02 TAUS
1. Camelot adjust to nev assignments
2., Has difficulty adjustihn

Adjunts adequately
4. AdJunts well Wow emaWmenttit

1003 -If

3

PEItolerate sany obstacles
2. Rea difficulty with obstacles
3. Generally sticks to job
4. Sticks to job in fate of obstacles

COMM= OP WORN VENATION
1. Very unstable work behavior
P. Generally more erratic than not
3. Shoved moderately steady work behavior
Is. Mimed steady vurk behavior

76
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17

18

19

20

21

22
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SUMMARY DATA FORM,

L. Employer Ratings-First Placement

Occupation

r1 me of Employer

Date of Rating

(Code DOT rating)

1. Employer Ratings of 'Clients at One-Month
Follow-up on Job (Code from first
30B RATING)

1 = Excellent

2 = Good

3 - Satisfactory

4 a Needs Improvement

M. Applicatica Data

Appearance

Attendance

Attitude

Communication

Cooperation

Initiative

Performance

Responsibility

Conclusion: (overall
rating) 1-4 comments

inn. yr.
N. Referral agency:

0. 1st Successful Places=
(Two or more months on job)

1. Data Placed: (From)

2. Date Te=inatad: (To)

3. Skill Level of name=
_

4. Salary

hour

week

P. Number of Total PI Acgoents

Q. itsiker of Successful Platamaxts
R. Dates of Other Placeasots

1st digit
middle 3 digits

77

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Col if

32 -

36 -

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30'

31

_ 38 41 ,

/ 42 - 45
=MI

46

47 - 49

4111B 1111111 MM.

OM MI.

=MO MEW

50 - 52

53 - 55
56

57

58 - 61
62 - 65
66 - 69 .

70 - 71
74 - 77

Card Ntaber .

2 80



APPENDIX D

GROUP MEANS : EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES
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"'GROUP MEANS: PERCENT OF MONTHS EMPLOYED
AT FOLLOW-UP
(Nn315)

M

Time Wave

, MR LD EH

.

. .

OTHER

Long-term
1473-77) 71% 86% 65%

,

72%

II (1977-801
N-68

60% 682 52% 63%

III (1980-82)
Nn91

Er-e;;
IV(1982-83)

,
Nn68 ,

78X
. 732 58%

.
59%

90% 96% 64% 81%
.

*Group Mean of Months Employed divided by 12 months for Time Wave IV
and divided by 24 for Time Waves 1, II and III

'GROUP MEANS: MONTHS EMPLOYED
AT SHORT- AND LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP

Major Handica

Time Wave

MR LD EH OTHER

Long-term
I (1973-77) 16.96 20.56 15.50 17.33
Nn88

11(1977-80) 14.32 16.25 12.58 15.12
Nn68

InTrardrfra=67---14.00 14.15
Nn91

457471711717
10.83 11.54 7.69 9.75

111112-83)

Maximum months employed for Time Wave IV was 12 months and
for maximum for Time Waves I, II and III was 24 months
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